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Presentation agenda –
Wednesday Oct 28th 1400Hrs
How Emotional Intelligence impacts women 

leadership

*The Power of the Mind and EQ

*Understanding EQ and its impact on the self and 

others

*Using EQ to communicate and enhance team 

understanding 

*How to leverage EQ to confront situations and find



Ready to Examine how 
important EQ is?



Emotional Quotient – EQ/EI

*Before we understand the importance of EQ in the workplace, 

we need to first understand what emotional quotient means. 

*How does it affect your day-to-day work? Can you improve it 

with exercise or practice? Or does it remain consistent 

throughout one’s life? Where does this come from?

*Emotional Quotient is primarily your ability to understand 

other people and what motivates them as well as your own 

motivations and emotional intelligence. In addition to this, the 

ability to monitor and manage your own emotions also ties in 

with your level of emotional intelligence.

*It is crucial to determine your emotional intelligence as it 

impacts almost everything you do and say each day.
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Where Do Emotions Stem 
from? 



The Power of the Mind and 
EQ!



Understanding EQ and its 
impact on the self and others

*How long does an emotion last?

*Why do we get impacted by others?

*Why is it important to understand EQ, what its made up of 

and how it impacts all areas in life? 

*Learning to look at facts, taking responsibility of the functional 

aspects of the workspace – being on the same side!

*Now lets examine, identify and summarize



Using EQ Language to 
Communicate



Using EQ Language to 
Communicate and Resolve!

*The ‘I’ Versus the ‘you’ 

*Being factual and keeping it pointed and precise 

(avoid the blah/gossip)

*Go beyond the problem and become solution 

oriented

*Exemplifying that you are all on the same side

*Avoiding making it about you – focus on the situation

*Be honest and keep in mind the minus effect on the 

company/organization

*Avoid holding grudges and move on

*Confront/discuss and resolve!



Wrap up and Thank you! 
www.tazim.net


